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The Terminator is a low-speed, high-torque, single-shaft industrial shredder designed to process nearly 

all difficult waste types, including heavy C&D debris, bulky waste, white goods, mattresses, tires and 

municipal solid waste (MSW). Achieve a variety of output particle sizes with the adjustable cutting gap and 

counter comb. Easily swap shredding units to configure from coarse pre-shredding to defined shredding.

 � Remote-controlled hopper with 11-foot feed opening

 � Hydraulic drum drive with overload protection and reversing function features

 � Robust teeth in a spiral arrangement for maximum tearing while keeping shredding even

TERMINATOR
Low-Speed, Single-Shaft Waste Shredder
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TERMINATOR Technical Specifications

Machine Model TERMINATOR 6000 S TERMINATOR 3400 S

Power

Diesel Engine / Horsepower: CAT® C18 Tier 4 Final / 600 HP CAT® C9 Tier 4 Final / 330 HP

Drive: Drum drive on both sides Drum drive on both sides

Proportion (dependent on equipment)

Transport Dimensions (LxWxH): 22'9" x 9'4" x 10'9" (6.9 x 2.9 x 3.3 m) 22'9" x 9'4" x 10'9" (6.9 x 2.9 x 3.3 m)

Working Dimensions (LxWxH): 37'3" x 10'10" x 13'7" (11.4 x 3.3 x 4.1 m) 37'3" x 10'10" x 13'7" (11.4 x 3.3 x 4.1 m)

Drum Diameter / Drum Length: 3'5" (1.5 m) / 9'10" (2.9 m) 3'5" (1.5 m) / 9'10" (2.9 m)

Loading Height: 9'6" (2.9 m) 9'6" (2.9 m)

Discharge Height: 6'–13'7" (1.8–4.2 m) 6'–13'7" (1.8–4.2 m)

Weight: ~53,000 lbs ~51,600 lbs

Performance (dependent on material

Maximum Drum Speed: 38 rpm 29 rpm

Maximum Throughput: ~100 tons/hr ~50 tons/hr

Scan this code to learn more about the 
TERMINATOR and watch it in action!
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